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7notes With Mazec For Android Now Available On General Release

MetaMoJi Corporation, an innovative productivity application developer for tablet and smart-
phone devices, proudly announces the official first release of its popular note-taking app -
7notes with mazec for Android OS.

(PRWEB) March 28, 2012 -- MetaMoJi Corporation, an innovative productivity application developer for
tablet and smart-phone devices, proudly announces the official release of its popular note-taking app - 7notes
with mazec for Android OS.

The application delivers the power of human touch, to offer solutions that eliminate the barriers between smart-
phone and tablet users and their keyboards. 7notes can be used within other Android applications such as e-
mail, Twitter, and blogging apps, thanks to the mazec technology.

In January 2012 MetaMoJi released 7notes under a Beta program that has had a large impact on Android users.
To aid this first release MetaMoJi has tested fingers and styluses on a variety of Android devices during the
beta period. The results of these tests can be found at http://blog.7knowledge.com/?p=568

7notes with mazec features include:

- Quickly take notes on the fly in a variety of situations
- Handwriting stroke input with smooth inking
- Convert handwritten notes to digital text real-time or on-demand
- Decorate handwritten letters and digital text with different colors, fonts and styles
- Create and manage notes easily
- Connect to other applications such as Facebook, Twitter, and Evernote
- Cross application handwriting recognition available through the mazec technology

7notes enables you to mix handwriting recognition into your standard Android experience, removing the
reliance on the software keyboard.
Now you can take notes faster and easier in a wide variety of situations such as during a phone call, attending
lectures, meeting with customers, and commuting. 7notes provides a superior note-taking experience with a
state-of-the-art handwriting recognition and text prediction engine. You can easily export notes to e-mail,
Facebook, Twitter, and other applications such as Evernote.

As with the 7notes applications for iPad and iPhone, 7notes with mazec for Android delivers Seven Benefits:

1. Start taking notes immediately, you can edit and decorate them later as you want
2. Take notes using handwriting now, convert them into text later.
3. The mazec state-of-the-art prediction engine decreases note taking time
4. It is fun to write and express your feeling with various input support features
5. Post to Facebook, Twitter and store at Evernote, Dropbox and other services by handling text and images in a
smart manner
6. Interactive doodling using the "Edit it" server
7. Easy to create a custom note taking experience
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7notes with mazec for Android is now available for download on the Android Market at $0.99.
For more information about 7notes, please visit the MetaMoJi website at http://7knowledge.com/en/

About MetaMoJi, Corporation
MetaMoJi Corporation was established by the founders of JustSystems (listed on JASDAQ) in 2009. The
company’s goal is to contribute to the advancement of society by providing innovative technology application
and services. For more information about MetaMoJi and its products visit
http://www.metamoji.com/en/company
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Contact Information
Ben Walshaw
+1-631-244-1466

Online Web 2.0 Version
You can read the online version of this press release here.
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